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Monthly Status Report
Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

August 2003

K. Nordsieck
Optics

• Lens fabrication progress (Janos Technology):  No change is anticipated in the schedule.
- 7 of 9 collimator lenses have been accepted and shipped.  This leaves element #4, which

was being held as a pickup, and #6, the NaCl element, which awaits a new blank.  A
reoptimization of the collimator with the as-built figures yields a merit function as good
or better than the CDR collimator design with element #4 unchanged and a slightly
increased thickness on the NaCl element.  Accordingly, element #4 has been released for
manufacture; it should be relatively quick since one surface is already polished and the
other is a testplate radius.

- The first two replacement NaCl crystals went in to annealing Sept 5 and will be removed on
Monday 15. The manufacturer (Thermal Hilger) will put on an inspection polish and ship
the same day.  The second batch of 2 are being processed and will go into annealing on
Sept 11 and be removed on 18th and shipped the same day.  The blanks will be shipped
directly to Bicron for birefringence mapping, then directly to Janos.

- For the camera, one  element is shipped, and the NaCl element is awaiting approval.  Two
elements are complete but in QA, and two are in polishing.  The field flattener "has a bad
wedge from our outside generator, needs to be returned to be repaired".  Element #6 is on
hold as the pickup.  It will be released when the remaining elements are complete.  A
new blank for #6 has been received to cover the likely eventuality that the thickness of #6
will increase (the NaCl element thickness is low).

• Asphere progress (Coastal Optics):  The (now firm) delivery for camera element #1 has slipped
about one month from the original estimated schedule.  The camera is now the critical path.  By
juggling the integration phase, arrival in Sutherland is essentially unchanged.

- The null lens is almost done.  The cell is done.  
- The fused silica blank is now being generated in Jena at Jenoptik.  In the interest of

schedule, Coastal teamed with the technical people at its parent company.  They are on a
schedule to finish the lens in roughly six (6) weeks from now - this would put completion
prior to final test around Friday, October 10. 

2• The MgF  and multilayer coating contract has been awarded to Spectrum Thin Films, and the

2SolGel coating contract to Cleveland Crystals.  The MgF  lot will be sent out as soon as the
drawings are updated.

• Optomechanical progress (Alan Schier):
- Detailed part drawings for the entire collimator section are done except for checking.   
- Model of the camera section is complete.  Work on the part drawings has started.   
- FEA modeling of the Sylgard bonds (a CDR panel request) is complete.  The results show

deflections under the influence of gravity and hydrostatic forces that are smaller than the
initial analytical estimates.  A report is in the works.  
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- In order to speed things up, another engineer is working on this full time now (without a
price change).

• We received proposals for the slitmask cutter from three vendors, US Laser, Potomac
Photonics, and LPKF.  US Laser is the low bidder and we expect to award the contract as soon
as several specifications are verified (the price is comparable to the current PFIS budget
estimate).  NOTE: There is an option to get a diode-pumped laser instead of a lamp-pumped
one, for an extra ~$7000.  The advantage would be a simpler cooling system and less
maintenance changing lamps.  However, US Laser believes that at our projected low usage, lamp
replacement will be infrequent.  SALT will need to advise us on this option.

• Waveplate progress (Halle)
- all crystal plates but one (101 mm quartz) are polished and formed. 
- cover plates are polished and are currently being AR coated 
- The missing quartz plate had been manufactured but it turned out to be too thin so that a

second try will be required.  We plan to finish this plate and the other remaining steps
(cementing and measurement) in 4-5 weeks. The despatch will take place beginning of
October, as scheduled.

• Beamsplitter progress (Karl Lambrecht) 
- all the UV calcite blanks have now been received and approved. The E and O members of

each prism element will be paired to give the most even possible UV transmission over
the array.

- fabrication has started. It should take 4 - 6 weeks after that to finish all the parts.

• We received a preliminary quote from KOSI for the VPH gratings which is more expensive
even than CSL Belgium.  The concern by KOSI for the UV transmission has proved to be less
than they thought.  Wasatch is still the likely vendor.

• A revised slitviewer optics design was received from Arek Swat. A updated request for quote
for the optics has been sent to the previous low bidder, Tucson Optical Research.

• Continuing work on developing a Testing and Commissioning Plan.

Mechanical 

• Structure
- The fabrication of the structure continues to gain momentum. The base ring fixture is made.

The flat metal parts are being cut out and pre-machined and the I-beams are being
fabricated. Test welds have been done for inspection on the base ring beams. 

- The last of the Invar beams (square tubes) should be arriving at Rutgers in the next 2
weeks. 

• Mechanisms:
-Slitmask - Assembled. Testing is on hold until the electronics are ready.
-Articulation - Machined parts are complete. Design Concepts have completed the drawings

for the weldment and we are getting quotes for fabrication.
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-Grating - Design Concepts have completed the drawings for the weldment and we are
getting quotes for fabrication 

-Waveplate - Parts being machined. Major cots parts ordered. The large inner diameter
encoders are on order. 

-Electronics boxes - Mount plates machined, cold plates machined, D connector panels
designed and ready for fabrication. 

-Guider and field lens mounts designed and interfaced with The Pilot Group. 

Control

• Finished writing wiring data base, made another revision of the schematics. 

• Took SALT Star Finder to the rooftop for a final test of the sensor head,  and for more attitude
determination tests.  We are eager to see how it  performs under the very dark Sutherland skies,
compared to Madison's bright nighttime skies.

• Rewrote the Star Finder interrupt state machine to allow removal of the  tracking module, to
conform with US Arms Export regulations.  Continued to wrestle with exporting and valuation,
the latter of which is still not resolved.

• Reverted PFIS computer and VIs to LabVIEW 6.1, as requested by the  project.

• Identified 3 of 5 environmental sensors (1 pressure, 2 humidity).  Purge air flowmeters (2 of
them) need to be finalized.

• Developed a prototype display of the proposed PFIS PIPT in the Labview environment. 
Reviewing required input and desired outputs for the PFIS PIPT with respect to the requirements
of the SALT PIPT.   

Management

• Continued to increase detail in the schedule.

• Working on next Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph) 

• The final polishing for the first etalon was completed and sent for coatings.  After the etalon
components are coated, a flatness test will be conducted because the coating temperatures are
sufficiently high to alter the surface shape slightly.  We currently are expecting delivery of the
first etalon in mid-October.  The second etalon is in the final stages of polishing and is expected
to be sent for coatings in about 2 weeks.
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• Test preparations are continuing for a rapid turn around once the etalons arrive at Rutgers.  We
are continuing our tests on the ARIES etalons and filters.   We have converted the lab test setup
to the to accommodate the large SALT etalons.  We will run some additional test with the
ARIES etalons and filters to verify the alignment of the SALT test set up.

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

• Electronics: PFIS Cryotiger hose lengths have been checked but are not known in the PFIS
truss.  This awaits information from Leon on where the cable wrap will enter PFIS.  Further
progress with the PFIS preamp PCB design has been made.   

• Mosaicing:
- Data Capture: Good progress has been made with the data capture: the data capture

program,  written in LABVIEW, has been completed. Plotting of the results and least
squares fitting of 3 planes to the measurements are almost completed. The data capture
electronics is up and working on a cardboard box mechanical arrangement (temporary). 3
mechanical sample CCD's mounted on a dummy cold  plate have been successfully
scanned. The integration of the electronic systems into the clean room is underway.

- Mechanical:  Machining of the measuring station components is 80% complete aiming for
29 Aug for completion. Special tools and jig designs are 80% complete, planning to start
machining by 5 Sept using an outside contractor.

• Cryostat:
- Mechanical:  The lid is complete. The cryostat housing is incomplete - awaiting

information which has just been supplied.
- Cold plate manufacture:  Wire cutting is complete  Grinding at ESCAPE will begin next

week.

Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Work on Testing and Commissioning Plan
- Continue longslit work
- purchase the slitviewer optics 
- monitor lens fabrication
- issue formal bid request for VPH gratings and RFQ for SR grating
- work on RFQ for order-blocking filters

• Mechanical
- Fabrication at Rutgers - work with Rutgers to facilitate smooth progress 
- Live test of slitmask mechanism 
- Start assembly of waveplate mechanism 
- Oversee electronics box fabrication 
- Start fabrication of grating and articulation weldments 
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- Work on dolly concept (possibly use Rutgers base fixture) 
- Finalise design of fold mirror structure 

• Opto-Mechanical
- Complete detailed camera design
- Settle on a protocol for testing the thermal behavior of the calcite blank in its frame, and

execute the test.   
- Design the frame for the calcite beam splitters.

• Control
- Finish first draft of data interfaces (CCD, TCS, and PFIS data clusters).
- Start PFIS command list and User Interface 
- Finish electronics box detailed designs.
- Finish prototyping the PI Planning Tool; start Java coding.
- Begin work on slitmask software

•  Fabry-Perot
- Prepare for rapid turn around of the test results of etalon #1.
- Define interface to the Top Hex Igloo
- Define electrical and pneumatic feedthroughs from PFIS to etalons
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